2018 IFC Basketball Rules

Normal rules of basketball apply in addition to and/or including the following:

1. Teams have 5 minutes to take the court at the start of their scheduled game; failing this the Referee will declare the game a default.
2. The Glory League (or paper) scoresheet must be correctly filled in with all player names and numbers at least 5 minutes prior to the start of the game.
3. Unlimited substitutions can be made from the score bench but must be during a stop in play.
4. The 5th personal foul shall be the disqualifying one.
5. The 5th team foul per quarter = two free throws awarded.
6. Points: Win = 4 points, Draw = 2 points, Loss = 0 points.
7. If teams are even on competition points at the end of pool play, positions will be determined by points differential (total points scored minus total points against) followed by total points for.
8. All participants must conduct themselves in the true spirit of the game as per University of Auckland Participation contract and Basketball Auckland rules and regulations on Code of Conduct and Fair Play.
9. 1 x 30sec time out per team per half is allowed.
10. Pool Play – 4 x 10 minute quarters with a running clock. 1 min QT & 2 min halftime.
11. Semi Finals & Finals – Stop clock will be used in final 2 minutes if scores are within 5 points. The clock will stop for time outs.
12. Grand Final – Stop clock and shot clock will be used for the duration of the game.